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Introduction
Harlow is an unlikely venue for a war time drama, but just a few miles from its centre a patch
of what is now very ordinary farmland was once the scene of frenetic activity. On a bleak
February morning the combined energies of over a thousand men and women were
focussed on preparing nineteen attack aircraft for an extraordinary mission.
Amongst this activity, two young men climbed into their aircraft, making the final preparation
for what was to be one of the RAF’s defining missions of the Second World War. For them
this was to be the culmination of four years of almost continuous operational service. But In
less than two hours time the extraordinary exploits of ‘Pick’ Pickard and Alan ‘Bill’ Broadley
were to end in heroic and violent deaths in a burning aeroplane.
The film industry has not been kind to the RAF personnel of the war. In modern times we are
used to digital and video cameras pointing at us. Sixty years ago this seemed alien, and men
and women looked uncomfortable and stilted in front of a lens. Accents and vocabulary have
changed too, conspiring to make our forties forefathers seem stiff and slightly comical. It is
unfortunate that the seminal documentary of the WWII, ‘the World at War’ chose to feature
bomber crews describing a raid as ‘a wizard prang’.
The classic war films paint a false image of the crews. Richard Todd played Guy Gibson in
‘the Dambusters’ as the energetic elder brother; Kenneth Moore in ‘Reach for the sky’ as the
kindly uncle. Those that served with them attest to altogether less attractive personalities.
The same people also describe Gibson and Bader as being ‘men of their time’, and this
provides the key to how we should perceive them.

Percy Charles Pickard was depicted by both mediums. As the star of a war time propaganda
film ‘Target for tonight’ he seems the classic forties flying gentleman. And twenty five years
later his final flight was dramatised in ‘Mosquito Squadron’, the irony being that the film script
was nowhere as interesting as the facts on which it was based.
It is thus hard to gauge the real Pickard. Few contemporary accounts of his personality exist
in print; writers seem so intent on describing his extraordinary exploits that the man himself
seems forgotten. It is thus to the events of his short life we must turn to for clues of the true
identity of the man.
Early years
Percy Charles Pickard was born on May 15 1915 in
Handsworth Yorkshire, the youngest of five siblings.
He was never known as Percy; ‘Boy’ to his family,
‘Charles’ to officialdom and ‘Pick to his friends’ and
comrades. It was in these early years that he
discovered the past time of which he would never tire,
riding. Shooting was to come a close second.
Together, the two would engender flair, co-ordination,
ruthlessness and concentration, a winning formula for
an operational pilot.
He was sent away to school at Framlingham College,
where he did not excel in the classroom. A common
class placing for Pick was bottom. Contemporary
pupil Norman Borrett described Pickard as an
‘enthusiastic’ sportsman, to be found in the second
XV, full of fun’. In shooting however he excelled, and
captained his house, Garrett. He had less opportunity for riding at Framlingham, although
legend attests to his Sunday pastime of riding dairy cows in a field close to the college.
In the thirties, the British Empire provided young men with energy, but not necessarily
qualifications, ample opportunities for adventure. The father of a school friend owned a farm
in Kenya, and invited his son to bring a companion out to Kenya. Pick was duly invited. The
5000 acres of African ranch land offered endless possibilities for riding and shooting. They
were not alone there, although trips to parties could mean long journeys. Polo was tailormade for the east African expatriate, and Pick became an expert. Pickard experienced his
first taste of service life joining the 3rd battalion Kings African Rifle Reserve. Even when his
friend returned to the motherland, Pickard stayed, having no intention of relinquishing the
sporting opportunities offered by the wide open Kenyan landscape.
That was until the darker shadows of Hitler and impending conflict reached even the African
plains; Pickard and the polo team were not to be left out, and resolved to return home to
volunteer. Tickets aboard the liners to Southampton were not within their budget, so they
bought an old car to carry them. The drive from Kenya, through what is now Somalia to
Egypt is a journey that few would tackle today, and then only with four-wheel drives and an
armed guard. In 1935 it would have been especially hard; Pickard contracting malaria hardly
eased the ride. For several days he drifted in and out of fever, too sick to be moved.

Surviving, he rested with the polo team in Egypt whilst recovering, and they then embarked
themselves and their car for the trip across the Mediterranean. They made it to London, as
did the car, just. It died on the outskirts of South London.
Pickard applied for his commission, but in the Army. They wouldn’t have him, so his next
stop was the Royal Air Force, who would. The RAF in 1936 was undergoing mass
expansion, and a polo player and good shot to boot may have seemed to them to be ‘the
right stuff’. Pickard was selected to train as a pilot, and initially graded as ‘average’,
although he finished as ‘above average’. Whether he hoped to be selected as a fighter pilot
is unknown, but it was as a bomber pilot that he was to begin his flying career. Fuelled on
the concept that the ‘bomber would always get through’, it was not seen as lower status in
the pre-war years, and morale was high.
Pickard’s first posting was to 214 Squadron based at Feltwell, flying Handley Page Harrow
bombers. These were slow and ungainly, but this and other squadrons were the seeds that
were to grow into the formidable weapon that became bomber command. This underlying
philosophy of the supremacy of the bomber was to have longer terms effects, principally
complacency that saddled the RAF with crews untrained to operate in anything but good
weather, part time air gunners, no dedicated navigator, and virtually no navigational aids at
all.
His social life outside of the air force was active. It was
at this time that he met the daughter of an ex-Lord
Mayor of Belfast, Dorothy, whose parents disapproved
of him. Their wedding could almost have been
categorised as an elopement – her parents were not
told. His wedding present to Dorothy was a dog named
Ming, whose affinity with Pickard was to become the
stuff of legends. Pickard’s elder sister Helena was an
actress, married to the well-known actor, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke; and through them, Pick and Dorothy
became part of the London party circuit. Pickard himself
was becoming noticed within the RAF. The tall blonde
pipe smoking young pilot was noticeable in any officers’ mess. His posting as ADC to Air
Vice Marshall John Baldwin, officer commanding training command at Cranwell raised his
profile further.
War
On 30 October 1939, Pickard was posted to 7 Squadron flying Hampden bombers at RAF
Upper Heyford. This squadron was disbanded to form an operational training unit, and he
briefly returned to 214, before a more permanent posting to 99 Squadron at Newmarket
Heath.
The ‘phoney war’ prior to the German invasion of France was a nervous time for Bomber
command, led by a command reticent about launching major attacks on German cities. At 99
Squadron, Pickard was flying the Vickers Wellington, easily the best of the early war
generation of bomber. Their incessant leafleting raids was said to have kept the German
nation supplied with toilet roll for a year. When at last committed to daylight raids for which
they had been trained, the failings of Bomber Command strategy was exposed. The

Wellington bomber was protected by hydraulic gun turrets front and rear. German fighter
pilots soon realised the turrets could not turn a full ninety degrees, and a side on attack
would therefore be unopposed by gunfire. The Wellingtons were mown from the sky, and the
heavy bombers were withdrawn from the day war.
Pickard and his comrades turned to night warfare, for which they were untrained. Little
known to the crews they were creating devastation amongst the cattle herds of Germany, but
little damage to the cities. In fact it often became a topic of debate amongst the German
defence forces exactly where the RAF were aiming for.
Slowly, and with the development of electronic aids and navigation techniques, their
accuracy improved, and Pickard and his crews began to build up the number of missions
flown. It was in his early wartime tour that he ‘crewed’ up with a fellow Yorkshireman who
was to become his friend and comrade to the end, Alan Broadley. Pick became notoriously
‘press-on’ and there was little that would stop him flying to his target. Ground crews became
accustomed to Pickard and Broadley returning in aircraft shredded with flak and night fighter
damage.
After flying a mission to the Ruhr, his Wellington took critical flak damage. Pickard nursed
the crippled aircraft to the coast, where he safely ditched in the sea. Unfortunately, he had
landed the aircraft in a mined area, and a dispatched RAF rescue launch had to wait several
hours for their dinghy to drift out of danger. His wife reported his dog ‘Ming’ awaking in the
night at 3.20 am and uncharacteristically howling; she noted the time on their clock.
Pickard’s watch had stopped at the precise moment of impact in the North Sea several
hundred miles away. His watch read 3.20.
Pickard had settled down to a fairly comfortable life living on base with Dorothy and Ming,
who moved from London to be with him. Dorothy always knew when Pickard was flying, as
Ming would run out of the house staring into the sky. With most horse racing suspended for
the duration, Pick acquired two race horses cheaply. Raid or not, Pickard would ride each
morning, ‘rabbiting’ with Ming. As his seniority grew, the post raid routine would usually
conclude with a trip in the station Tiger Moth for some aerobatics.
Many accounts of wartime bomber crew focus on the utter exhaustion of crews as they
counted trips to the end of their tour. This appears in no account of Pickard and Broadley, to
whom non-operational flying was deemed some manner of punishment. By the end of
November, he and Bill had racked up 31 operations, and were rested. Pickard however
found a means of getting more ‘Ops’ on the board.
311 Squadron
Pick was posted as squadron commander of 311 Czech squadron at East Wretham. 311
Squadron were not-fully operational, but as part of the ‘running-up’ process crews were sent
on missions over Germany. Pickard became known as a hard task-master amongst the
crews, often accompanying pilots on raids on Germany. A pilot accidentally ejecting his
window shortly after take-off with Pickard as co-pilot, attempted to turn back for base, only to
have ‘Pick’ point him in the direction of Berlin. Several hours later a hypothermic, but
infinitely wiser Czech pilot found his way back to England. Language problems with the
Czechs did not help matters either. Pickard decided to concentrate on those pilots with the
most hours. An interpreter told him of one Czech named Joe with 2000 hours experience;

Pickard turned his attention to him. After several trips the man was still strangely inept for a
man with 2000 flying hours under his belt. Pickard probably felt a little silly when he finally
learned that the individual was actually a navigator, with no piloting experience at all. Pick
was not deterred, and trained him as a pilot anyway. Ironically, Joe married Pickard’s sister
Hilary.
It was during this spell at East Wretham that Pickard was invited to star in the propaganda
film, ‘Target for tonight’. This film depicted Britain hitting back at the German homeland in the
only way she could, from the air, thus catching the public imagination and making ‘Pick’ into
a household name. The film, shot at Blackheath Studios and on a retired Wellington bomber
at East Wretham, is now all but forgotten. This is a shame as it is an insight into the mood of
a nation at war, and provides us with a first hand view of Pickard. Renamed ‘Dixon’ for the
film, it was his call sign ‘F-Freddie’ that became the moniker under which the press and
public came to know him. His spell with the Czechs earned him his first DSO, and to
celebrate, Framlingham headmaster R Kirkman announced an extra days holiday for the
school.
His ‘rest’ over, he joined 9 squadron on 14 May 1941, and was joined by Broadley, now
commissioned. Another gruelling and stressful tour of operations followed, and by the end of
August 1941, they had chalked up a total of 64 missions, not including his trips as a
passenger with the Czechs.
Another rest had him posted to 3 Group headquarters to ferry senior officers between
airfields. Even then he managed to get himself some trips over occupied territory, dropping
cigarettes to the Dutch. Having done two operational tours, Pickard and Broadley had
fulfilled their operational requirements, and need not have done any more operations. But
again, he talked his way back into an operational unit.
Bruneval
He joined 51 Squadron at Dishforth in November
1941, to fly Whitleys. Their role was not
bombing, but high level photographic
reconnaissance. After only a few trips, the
squadron was posted to Andover to begin
training for a very special mission. Here, Pickard
was able to take a very direct role in hitting back
at the growing German air defences that were
taking an increasing toll of Allied bomber crews.
Scientists, anxious for technical information on
the German ‘Wurzberg’ air defence radar,
requested direct action from the forces in
obtaining a set. A squad of British Commandoes,
to be flown by Pickard himself, were to be
dropped into France to dismantle and retrieve by
boat one of these enormous radar sets at
Bruneval. The mission was brilliantly successful,
and on the troops return to Portsmouth, Pickard
was the first to meet them off the boat. For his
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role in the Bruneval raid, Pickard was awarded a bar to his DSO, an award that went down
well with the pupils of Framlingham College who were granted another day’s holiday as
celebration.
Clandestine operations
Pickard had a slightly different definition of “rest” than other pilots. His next tour was possibly
the most dangerous of all, Commanding 161 Squadron. Their role was ferrying spies and
saboteurs for the SOE (Special Operations Executive) into and out of occupied France. This
aspect of RAF work had grown to the point that it was centralised at RAF Tempsford in
Bedfordshire, which became the RAF’s most secret base. The modus operandi was usually
the same. SOE agents were lodged in a local hotel before being ferried to farm buildings that
had unusually been left standing within the perimeter track of the airfield. This was the
famous “Gibraltar Farm”. After final briefings and checks at the farm, the agents were issued
firearms in the barn, and then boarded onto an awaiting aircraft flown by one of a team of
pilots that included Pickard. If a parachute drop was not deemed suitable, the aircraft would
be required to land in darkness in a French field, where they would be met by French
Resistance.
Where the landing signal was sent, the small Lysander or Hudson aircraft would have just
three torch lights to guide the pilot into a rough field, one at each end of the strip, and one to
indicate its width. Having landed, Pickard and his colleagues would not know whether it
would be the French resistance greeting him, or the Gestapo. This would often not be a
smooth operation. On one occasion he was not met by the expected signal from the ground,
and circled the site for almost two hours, using up most of his fuel and only just making it
home. On another occasion, his unarmed aeroplane was caught by two German fighters
whilst still over France. His slow speed was his one advantage, and by skilfully timing his
turns he forced the fighters to overshoot without landing effective shots. They attacked time
and time again right across the channel before they fled from British fighters scrambled to
escort him home.
Another trip to collect two agents from a field near Tournais became difficult on account of
thick fog. It took two hours of attempting to find a hole in the fog before he finally landed the
aircraft. Having loaded his passengers, the aircraft promptly became bogged down in mud. It
took over two hours, and most of the occupants of a nearby village to get him out of the mud
and into the air again. This trip earned him his second bar to his DSO, and the pupils of
Framlingham College another day’s holiday.
If this type of operation was not dangerous enough, the SOE had security problems of its
own. One of his close colleagues who accompanied him on several missions, a Frenchman
named Henri Dericourt was revealed post-war as a double agent. Pickard had often
remarked on his squadron’s luck at not getting caught on the ground whilst retrieving agents.
An explanation at Dericourt’s post-war treason trial may be provided by the evidence
suggesting that the Gestapo had been given orders not to interfere. Pickard
characteristically survived the tour almost unharmed. In January 1943, hi-jinks at a party in
the Mess led to a broken wrist; Pick flew the next few missions with his hand in plaster.
By May 1943 he had amassed a total of 100 missions, Broadley 70. They were again taken
off operations.

140 Wing
In late 1943, the RAF began reorganising for the invasion of the European mainland, and the
2nd Tactical Air Force was formed. The unit absorbed most of the units that would be
required for direct support of the allied armies. Self-contained attack wings were formed,
designed to allow mobile groups of fighter or light bomber squadrons to be deployed
effectively as conditions required.
Pickard was not initially destined to be included in these plans. Instead he was posted to
command a non-operational airfield. This was anathema to him and used the contacts he
had gained during his service career get a posting back to operations. One of his contacts
came good. Basil Embry had been appointed commander of 2 Group, the light bomber unit
of the 2nd tactical Air Force. Having a buccaneering attitude to war himself, he was an
admirer of Pickard, and happy to bring him into his fold. In October 1943, Pickard took up
command of 140 Wing, a Mosquito unit based at RAF Sculthorpe in Norfolk. 140 Wing
consisted of three squadrons 21 Squadron, the Australian 464 Squadron, and the New
Zealand 487 squadron
The wooden built De Havilland has entered the annals of aviation history as one of the most
versatile aircraft of the war. Twin Merlin engines powering a light-weight airframe was the
recipe for a very fast aircraft. Used in a variety of roles, it was as a low level fast bomber that
it stirred the public imagination. A neighbouring Norfolk airfield, Marham, had pioneered
these lightening strikes on Gestapo headquarters, power stations and the like. It was in this
role to which Pickard’s new strike wing was tasked.
This presented a problem. Pick’s bomber experience had been flying heavy bombers at
night, and at high altitude. Embry was acutely aware of the dangers to Pickard of this change
in role, and planned a period of apprenticeship for him. This mainly entailed Pickard, now reunited with Broadley as co-pilot, flying in a subordinate role on missions to his squadron
commanders. His new Mosquito was of course marked F-Freddie, and he and Broadley
were soon after launched into their first combat. Attacking the Pont Chateau power station at
low-level, their starboard engine was damaged, but made it home. On their very next sortie
attacking Cleve, F-Freddie was again damaged, but again made it back to base. By the end
of January 1944, 140 Wing had been moved south to Hunsdon. Pickard and Broadley had
racked up another four low level missions on Mosquitoes, and were about to receive the call
for their final attack.
Operation Jericho - Amiens prison
Important to the success of the planned invasion of mainland Europe was the activities of the
French resistance. Operating in small cells to reduce the risk of discovery, these groups had
roles as either intelligence or saboteurs. As the invasion approached, so did the Germans
efficiency at breaking these cells. By late 1943, there was a very real danger of complete
collapse of resistance groups in the Channel areas. The danger manifested itself not only in
the number of arrests made, but in the seniority of the personnel being arrested. As is
documented, the Gestapo were efficient to say the least at extracting information from their
prisoners. The arrest of senior French administrator and resistance leader, Raymond
Bonpas, sent shock waves through to Whitehall. There was a very real danger that the
breakdown of organised local intelligence and resistance could threaten the timing of the

invasion itself. Removing the danger of further compromises to security was given top
priority.
Other news was coming from the area. Prisoners of the Gestapo were held in a wing of
Amiens prison. The prison, situated on the outskirts of the town, was a tall concrete and brick
structure still used for holding criminals in the other prison areas. The round-up of suspects
by the Gestapo was becoming so successful that cell space was becoming an issue, so their
local commander, Braumann decided the solution would be to shoot those who had no new
information to offer. Word of the impending massacre reached local resistance members on
the outside, who set to work gathering intelligence. Commanding them was a resistance
fighter named Ponchardier, a successful saboteur who had killed many Germans de-railing
troop trains. His appeals to London for assistance in freeing the prisoners were accompanied
by information on the schedule of the guards, prison accommodation arrangements and
even a set of the original building plans.
Operation Jericho -– The planning
The job of freeing the prisoners was handed to the RAF, who delegated it to Basil Embry and
his 2 Group. Work began immediately at his headquarters at Mongewelll Park Manor; and
with the French supplied intelligence, his plans quickly took shape. The mission was named
“Operation Jericho”. Three waves of six mosquitoes of 140 Wing were to attack the prison,
with the aim of blasting two escape routes through the walls, and simultaneously shake cell
doors from their mounting. The attack would have to take place at precisely midday when the
guards took their lunch; a bomb through the canteen roof would account for most of them in
one blow. Embry was to lead the raid himself, with Pickard following up in the second wave.
A scale model was built by the group’s own model makers to assist in preparations, and the
plans went through several iterations of change. It was considered that the only effective
means would be to release bombs at a height of about ten feet, meaning the attack was
going to be especially dangerous for the crews as they struggled to clear the prison
buildings. A significant change was Embry’s own commanding officer forbidding him
participating in the attack. Embry did not relinquish without a fight, but eventually grudgingly
conceded. Command of the operation thus passed to Pickard.
One essential part of the plan is often diplomatically omitted from accounts of the raid - the
role of the third wave. Their role is often documented as following several minutes behind the
main raid, and if so ordered by Pickard, ‘complete the job’. In fact their role was to be far
more sinister. If the first two waves failed in releasing prisoners, Pickard would call in the
third wave who would then bomb the Gestapo wing with the objective of killing all prisoners.
Their justification was that prisoners had said that they would prefer to die under British
bombs than by German bullets. It is more likely that the reasoning was that ‘dead men don’t
talk’. Sixty years on this seems ruthless, but at stake was an essential element of the
invasion plans. Pickard would thus fly with the second wave so that he could make this
decision.
Appeals from the French resistance became more urgent, as the date of February 19th was
discovered as the execution date. The weather during the run up to the raid was appalling,
threatening the mission itself. Weather deteriorated on the 10th February, and continued bad
for the next week. With the deadline approaching, it was becoming imperative to attempt the
attack in any condition. RAF Hunsdon was locked down on the 16th, with security preventing

exit or entrance to the base. All phone calls were monitored. Plans for the raid were shelved
by weather conditions for the 17th. They were still appalling on the 18th, but the information
from the resistance made this the last opportunity. A conference at Mongewelll Park Hall
gave the go.
A final preparation had to be made; which squadron would make up each wave? No one
wanted the terrible task of being assigned to the third wave. Straws were picked; the English
21 squadron lost and were thus to be the third in. The New Zealanders of 487 would lead,
attacking the outer walls. The Australians of 464 Squadron were to be second, destroying
the inner walls and the guardroom.
Operation Jericho -– The attack
Briefing was at 8.00 am, led by Pickard who
addressing his crews, described their mission as
‘death or glory’. Following the briefings from the
usual specialists, the crews were asked to spend
time studying the model of Amiens prison. The
raid was to be accompanied by Tony Wickham
of the RAF film unit, who with his cameraman
was to fly in the unit’s own Mosquito and film
close up footage of the raid itself. Their footage
records the preparation for the raid; the
Mosquitoes parked in line along the Hunsdon
Courtesy of the Imperial War Museum

grass, Broadley checking his friends life jacket, he and Pickard sharing a smile. These were
the last images taken of them.
They took off at 11.00 am at 100 yard intervals directly into a blizzard that did not improve as
they reached first turning point east of Reading. They successfully rendezvoused with their
Typhoon fighter escort over Littlehampton as the raid was going to take them within visual
distance of the Luftwaffe fighters of Amiens-Glisy airbase. The Mosquitoes struggled to
maintain formation. Two Aircraft of 464 became
detached, and realising that without being part of a
cohesive attack, their presence would be useless
and turned back. Pickard also became separated,
but managed to rejoin his wave. Even flying at
wave top height, they were spotted by German
defences who tracked their presence across the
channel. Dick Sugden of 464 Squadron was
shocked to emerge from thick cloud and see
another Mosquito converging directly at him. It
was Pickard. Crossing the coast at ground level,
they were almost immediately engaged by
German anti-aircraft fire.
The first wave, led by Wing Commander ‘Black’
Smith, were three minutes late into the attack.
Sweeping up the straight Amiens-Albert road, they
split into two sections of three aircraft, to attack
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the Eastern and Northern outer walls. Cutting their
speed to prevent damage to the bombs on impact,
the first section each flew in at ten feet above the
ground, releasing their bombs exactly on the
eastern perimeter wall followed by a frantic
manoeuvre to get their aircraft over and around the
prison building. The second section followed in
immediately, P/O Merv Darrell and P/O Bob Fowler
attacking the northern outer walls, breaching them
twice.
The Australians arriving more or less on time could
see the new Zealanders attacking, and were forced
Courtesy of the Imperial War Museum
to put in a large orbit to delay their own arrival.
Their diversion took them directly over Amiens-Glisy fighter base, where they could see
German crews running for their aircraft. With the New Zealanders clear, the Australians split
into two sections. The first section, led by Wing Commander Bob Iredale attacked the inner
prison walls at low level. Their attack was more dangerous than the first, as at closer in it
was harder to clear the prison buildings. Again, holes were blasted through the wall, and the
guardroom flattened. Iredale just cleared the prison walls in his mosquito, to the amazement
of watching crews to whom his collision seemed a certainty.

The planners had not considered two things. Firstly,
parts of the walls had been badly constructed and
the bombs passed through them like they were
made of paper. Secondly, they had not considered
the effect of bombs hitting snow from low levels.
Some of the bombs were hitting the ground and
skidding three hundred yards.
Courtesy of the Imperial War Museum

The second Australian section led by Ian McRitchie, Pickard as ‘arse-end-Charlie’ swept
right to follow in, and were faced with the problem of the air filled with smoke and debris.
Below they could see bombs from the other section skidding across the ground, more
explosions. Attacking through the smoke, another breach was made in the inner wall.
Inside, the impact was shocking. One bomb had hit a
cupboard stocked with hand-grenades, causing a
detonation unforeseen in the planning. Structural
collapse killed or injured many prisoners. But the plans
to neutralise the German guards was mainly
successful, with few guards in a position to intervene.
Those prisoners whose door had been blown off
released those still locked in their cells.
Courtesy of the Imperial War Museum

The first rule of low attack raids was to get out
quickly. But orbiting the prison, Pickard needed the
smoke to clear so he knew whether to call in the
third wave to demolish the prison. When it did he
would have seen, as the film unit did, scores of
prisoners fleeing from the prison. It must have been
a relieved man that ordered the third wave home
with the code words “red daddy, red daddy”. These
were the last words heard from
Pickard.

Ian Ritchie was hit by ground fire seconds after the
attack, and ploughed into the ground at 200 miles
per hour. He miraculously survived, although his
observer Sampson did not. Eye witness report
Pickard flying low over the wreckage, presumably
checking for survivors.
His last moments were spent fighting two GermanCourtesy of the Imperial War Museum
Focke-Wulf 190 fighters. Attacking at first together, and then from alternate sides the
Germans attempted to nail the now lone mosquito. By carefully timing his turns, Pickard and
Broadley avoided each attack, even getting a volley of their own into one of the German
attackers. As Pickard pulled up into a steep climb, the other German fighter got a clear shot
on his fuselage, blowing the tail of his aircraft. The Mosquito rolled over, and crashed in
flames on the ground near the village of St
Gratien.
Pickard and Broadley were both dead in the
wreckage.
French civilians were soon at the aircraft, and
using sticks, pulled Pickard’s body from the wreck.
His wings, epaulettes, revolver and medal ribbons
were cut from his uniform, to prevent German
soldiers claiming souvenirs. They were returned to
his family after the war.
The raid was ultimately successful. 400 prisoners
escaped, of whom 258 remained free. Many were
those destined for execution the next morning.
Included in the escapers was Raymond Bonpas.
The death of 102 French prisoners was tragic, but
many were shot by Germans whilst fleeing the prison. However, the resistance were
noticeable in their effectiveness in the run up to D-Day; and for this reason if for no other the
Amiens mission was a success.
It was months before the death of FFreddie was reported in the press. The
loss of a much-loved war hero was not

news the British public needed. Pickard and his friend Broadley were buried side by side in
the St-Pierre Amiens cemetery, and for sixty years on the anniversary of the raid, a
procession of townspeople marched from the Cathedral to the graves of Pickard and
Broadley.

‘Pick’
What are we to learn about Pickard from this story? He was not an intellectual or an
academic. A family man who returned from missions to his wife and home each night, who
was happiest on early morning rides on his horse with his dog. A man described by his
friends as quiet and thoughtful. And yet he was man driven to continually get himself in the
thick of the fight, flying double the operations required of him, each time in the face of a
terrible death in a burning aeroplane. We cannot know whether it was an inner need to ‘get
the job done’ and finish the war, or a hankering for the adrenalin rush of an operational raid
that continually pushed him back into the seat of a bomber. What we do know is that he was
a true motivator of the men and women around him, and ultimately died a hero’s death
saving the lives of his comrades.
Today
Pickard and Broadley graves lie well tended in the Amiens graveyard.
Most of the airfields where Pickard operated from were returned to their original use. RAF
Newmarket is back in its true role as a racecourse, although from the by-pass can be seen a
surviving metal aircraft hanger. East Wretham is farmland, almost impossible to know that it
was once a bomber base. Sculthorpe near Fakenham in Norfolk is still occasionally used
during military exercises at the Stamford Battle area.
Tempsford is a different story, and well worth a walk
if ever in the vicinity. The now disused airfield is
situated just off the A1 North of Sandy in
Bedfordshire. Turn off the A1 to the village of
Tempsford and take the road to Potton. Cross the
railway, and on your left you will since the expanse
that was once the flying field. A gate on your left is for
access for lorries to an aggregate store; the next lane
on your left has recognisably military buildings. Pass
this by, continue for a short way up the Potton road,
and by the hedgerow you will see a public footpath
sign. Park, take the left hand path and walk for a few
hundred yards up this track. Soon you will be on what
was once the perimeter track, and on the left you will
see a wide section of runway.

Carry on up the perimeter track, and you will see the barn of Gibraltar farm, where agents
were issued with firearms before being ferried to occupied France. The rest of the farm has

been demolished, but the barn has several memorials inside, and is open to the public. In
the land in front of the barn can be seen a tree recently planted as a memorial to Pickard and
Broadley.
An ordnance survey map in invaluable for these trips; the relevant sections can be freely
downloaded from the Ordnance survey
at:http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/getamap/
Hunsdon, from where the Amiens prison raid was launched is situated to the north-west of
Harlow, near to the road to Hertford. For a quick
view, take the country road due south from the
village, a gate on your left will afford a good view
of what was once this fighter base. A private sign
on the gate discourages entry. Do not be
discouraged though, and if you have the time park
in the village and follow marked public footpaths
across the airfield. These public rights of way are
maintained by the council with weed killer and
cross bare fields. A pair of boots is advisable. The
runways have been pared down to thin farm tracks, but allow an outstanding image of what
the airfield would have looked like during the war. Notice the dip in the main runway that
frustrated many wartime pilots.
Stroll back west and you will see a strip of woodland.
Take the time to have a look, as brick trenches still
snake through the trees. A solitary building survives
on what was the technical site, this was the parachute
store, although its days look numbered. Take a little
care; this area is used for clay pigeon shooting.

Before you leave, take time to stop on the main runway and listen for the sound of nineteen
De Havilland mosquitoes taking off into the snow.
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Photos
Most are taken by Adrian Orchard; some are from unknown origin; a few are by kind
permission of the Imperial War Museum (ref: Yvonne Oliver - Photographs Licensing Dept,
IWM; 13 June 2005; YOliver@IWM.ORG.UK)
Michael Evans (S45-48) says the film “Target for Tonight” can be hired from the Department
of Film at the Imperial War Museum. He also has a copy of the film himself.
The following Discussion Board is also just about Operation Jericho
http://www.tgplanes.com/Public/snitz/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=1065&whichpage=1
The following painting is of the attack on Amiens jail to release resistance fighters. The
painting is owned by H. Patrick Taylor (G43-46), who commissioned it from the artist
Graham Coton.

The following additional piece appeared in the Spring 2000 OF Magazine :-

I found the following picture in the SOF archives at the College. Pickard is left of the Queen
Mother.

The following article appeared in the Daily Express in 2004. Note the last paragraph about
his dog Ming :-

I have just come across the following article in the Autumn 1990 Magazine :

The Autumn 1988 OF Magazine contained the following additional information on Pickard :

I am indebted to Nicholas Watkis, son of Jack Reginald Watkis (29-33) for the following
pictures of Pickard.
The one on the left is a rare photo of Pickard whilst at the College, taken by Jack Watkis and
Pickard is at the back on the right. The picture on the right is the last taken of him, shortly
before he took off on the raid to Amien Jail in February 1944 :

Michael Evans (S45-48) has been in touch to say that he’s just finished
reading Patrick Bishop's highly acclaimed new biography "Bomber Boy"
which features Pickard. He quotes as follows re the Amiens prison raid led
by Pickard :"Percy Pickard, the seemingly imperturbable, pipe smoking star of "Target
for tonight" survived seventy bombing trips & numerous missions dropping
agents into France before being given command of 140 wing. Made up of
three Mosquito squadrons tasked with low-level daylight bombing. It was an unfortunate
appointment. Night bombing was very different from precision daylight raiding and Pickard
was it appeared to those around him, worn out. Charles Patterson who flew with him,
regarded him as a splendid character “but it was quite plain to me he should not have
been allowed to go on”.
Pickard's fame was such that senior French resistance leaders requested that Pickard
should lead operation "Jericho". Air Vice Marshal Basil Embry, who liked taking risks himself
(often flying as W/Com Smith) and was not averse to ignoring the rule book, agreed to
Pickard's request to lead the raid. The raid was a success, but Pickard whilst circling the
target to make sure the walls had been breached was shot down and killed together with his
navigator Bill Broadley"
“Bomber Boys” is an excellent read which I heartily recommend to all interested in the
wartime history of the RAF.”

James Ruddock-Broyd (G46-52) has just been reading “Spy Capital of Britain” by Stephen
Bunker and came across the following reference to Pickard and a photo :-

The Daily Telegraph on 12 March 2009 carried an obituary for Squadron Leader Tom
McPhee, who also took part in the Amiens raid. Reference is made to Pickard and its states
that “A post war analysis of the operation concluded : “The attack on Amiens prison will
remain one of the RAFs epics” – see
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/4974874/Squadron-Leader-Tom-McPhee.html

